Case Study: Mapping the Global Goals to the Bard College Curriculum (Jan. 2020) - draft
When President Botstein signed the SDG Accord he committed
to embed the Global Goals for Sustainable Development into
educational activities at Bard College. As a first response, we are
identifying where we believe the Global Goals are already part of
existing courses and programs at the College.
UNESCO’s publication, Education for Sustainable Development
Goals: Learning Objectives offers guidance for education
professionals on how to use education for sustainable
development in learning for the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The guide includes specific Learning Objectives for each
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SDG which we are using for this process. Learning Objectives are
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categories are Cognitive, Socio-emotional, and Behavioral.
Appendix contains an example Learning Objective for SDG6: Clean Water and Sanitation,
Step One: Map the SDGs in a single course
We chose Environmental Policy as a first course to review. Bard Office of Sustainability student intern Katie Esposito
had taken the course in the fall so felt very familiar with its content. It is useful to obtain the syllabus of the course to
do this review. Katie reviewed each SDG (1-17) and its associated Learning Objectives. She noted in the appropriate
column whether she felt the objective was part of the course, as well as which specific subtask she felt was included.
Figure 1 is an excerpt from this review. For example, for SDG 1: No Poverty, the Cognitive Learning Objective 1.1 is
“The learner understands the concepts of extreme and relative poverty and is able to critically reflect on their
underlying cultural and normative assumptions and practices.” Katie felt this was part of the course and noted it as 1.1
under Goal 1.

Figure 1: Example single course review for Environmental Policy (not faculty-verified)
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Note: the faculty member should review the form to see how perceptions aligned.
The spreadsheet for a single course can be found here.
Step 2: Map a program’s courses to the SDGs
A graduate student from the Bard Center for Environmental Policy, is reviewing her courses from this fall and spring to
see how the SDGs are embedded in the overall first year program. In the case of reviewing a Program, the presence of
the Global Goals are identified, but the subtasks are not included in the inventory. Instead, it details which of the three
learning objectives are involved more broadly. Figure 2 is an excerpt from her review of the Fall courses.
Note: the relevant global goals should be put under each of the Learning Objective columns, as well as identifying them
with an “x” under the Goal column.

Figure 2: Inventory of Bard graduate program in environmental policy:

The spreadsheet template for a program level review can be found here.
The Program or department chair should review this work. This process allows them to see at a glance which SDGs are
covered by the overall course of study.
This process will continue at Bard over the spring semester by asking students to review courses they are taking during
this academic year, and field verifying with faculty members. We are also asking Programs to see if faculty members
would be willing to map their own courses.
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Appendix
Example Learning Objective for SDG6: Clean Water and Sanitation:

Source: Education for Sustainable Development Goals: learning objectives
Corporate author:UNESCO [51289], UNESCO. Assistant Director-General for Education, 2010-2018 (Qian Tang). writer
of foreword [724], ISBN:978-92-3-100209-0, 978-92-3-600061-9 (ara), 978-92-3-500015-3 (chi), 978-92-3-400016-1
(rus), Collation:62 pages
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